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Although summer doesn’t last all year, the beauty of the ocean does. Luckily, San Diego suffers no
shortage of eateries with proximity to local beaches. Here are five San Diego restaurants that combine
amazing food with waterfront and sunset views to give guests the ultimate year-round dining
experience.
Head over to Miss B’s Coconut Club in the heart of Mission Beach where beach fun takes no breaks.
This popular hangout destination is just a few minutes from the ocean and offers tropical drinks and
a menu inspired by authentic Caribbean flavors. Combined with a wraparound patio and vibrant hues
of orange and blue, Miss B’s excites both the eyes and the taste buds.
Mission Beach is also home to Sandbar Sports Bar & Grill, a premier eatery that caters to sports and
beach enthusiasts alike. Watch the game, savor in a tasty meal or simply enjoy a frozen cocktail in
either their indoor or outdoor areas. With the ocean waves in view, every visit to Sandbar is sure to
be nothing short of lively.
Up north, Pacific Beach has its own local gems as well, including Pacific Beach AleHouse. With 20 flat
screen TVs, hearty grub and an extensive beer list, it’s the perfect location to dine near the sand. The
cherry on top? There’s an outdoor patio upstairs outfitted with its own bar and stunning ocean views
to help you unwind.
Right next door you’ll find Pacific Beach Shore Club, which specializes in brew, pub food and good
vibes. Steps away from the shore, this hotspot offers a casual setting for a night out in San Diego’s
dynamic beach town. As with its next door neighbor, it has a second-floor beachfront balcony,
allowing guests to enjoy beautiful sunsets with a cold drink in hand any day of the week.

Duck Dive, also located in Pacific Beach, is a seaside restaurant and lounge that centers on
contemporary beach culture through its food and ambiance. Classic and coastal American cuisine is
offered here along with craft beer and unique cocktails. Pop in for their daily specials while being just
a stone’s throw away from the beach.
Nothing beats a meal with a view. Make a trip to one of these restaurants and see what happens
when quality food is paired with higher quality views!

